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ABSTRACT
Multiple color search technology helps users find fashion
products in a more intuitive manner. Although fashion
product images can be represented not only by a set of dom-
inant colors but also by the relative ratio of colors, current
online fashion shopping malls often provide rather simple
color filters. In this demo, we present PRISM (Perceptual
Representation of Image SiMilarity), a weighted multi-color
browsing system for fashion products retrieval. Our system
combines widely accepted backend web service stacks and
various computer vision techniques including a product area
parsing and a compact yet effective multi-color description.
Finally, we demonstrate the benefits of PRISM system via
web service in which users freely browse fashion products.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Learning

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Web fashion product images, Multi-color search

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of web technology, we are now

facing massive amounts of online products. Among these,
fashion items occupy the biggest portion of online products
[7]. Latest web-based fashion shopping services provide ba-
sic color-based browsing features123 since the most distinc-
tive property of fashion products is visual appearance which

1http://www.ebay.com
2http://www.shopstyle.com
3http://www.polyvore.com
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Figure 1: A motivating example. In conventional
binary multi-color search engine, the system cannot
distinguish between the two t-shirt images.

plays the most important role in buying decision [1]. How-
ever, the degree of freedom in the color-based approaches is
highly restricted to choosing a set of binary color filters, i.e.
users are allowed to control only the existence of particular
color in the search results.

Fig. 1 shows an example illustrating the limitation. The
two images of t-shirts contain identical dominant colors, blue
and white, with different ratios. In a conventional color-
based search system using binary color filters, these two
products will be represented very similarly to each other.
For more refined results, users need to spend more time
to search manually. Thus, a service that provides weighted
multi-color search is required to provide a much faster way
to find the desired products.

Multiple color search engine for fashion products is dif-
ferentiated from conventional systems in two major aspects.
First, weighted multi-color search requires a high dimen-
sional spatial database (HDSD) while binary color filtering
can be easily implemented using relational database man-
agement systems (RDBMS). Deploying HDSD in commer-
cial systems with a large number of products and users re-
quires query time to be comparable to that of RDBMS while
maintaining visual accuracy. Second, parsing the product
area in a fashion product image is essential to improve the
quality of search results. The visual information outside the
actual product area should not be considered during the vi-
sual description process. This task becomes more challeng-
ing when product images contain noisy information such as
outdoor background, retailer logos and fashion models wear-
ing the products.

http://www.ebay.com
http://www.shopstyle.com
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Figure 2: The overview of PRISM system.

This demo presents PRISM (Perceptual Representation of
Image SiMilarity), a system for fast weighted multiple color
search of fashion products on the web. PRISM combines
various computer vision techniques together with widely ac-
cepted web backend stacks. In particular, we focus on two
factors in designing multiple color search systems: (1) an
efficient product parsing from fashion product images, (2)
a fast in-memory HDSD with perceptual color clustering.
First, we describe a product area parsing process specially
designed for fashion items. From the parsed area, the color
distribution is encoded into a small vector, also known as
a descriptor. In order to increase search speed, a compact
color descriptor called tonebook which reflects color similar-
ity measure in human visual perception is developed. This
encoding technique reduces the memory requirement and the
query time simultaneously while retaining the search qual-
ity. We store the tonebook descriptors from product images
in our in-memory HDSD achieving less than 100 ms of query
time.

2. FRAMEWORK OF PRISM SYSTEM
Fig. 2 shows the overall block diagram of our system.

The PRISM backend system is composed of three modules -
crawler, contour parser and weighted multi-color description
engine.

2.1 Crawler
Our crawler collects a large amount of fashion product in-

formation from online shopping malls. To support diverse
data structures of shopping malls with minimal development
cost, we used a two-layer architecture consisting of target-
specific and shared layers, as depicted in Fig. 3. Only the
target-specific layer is modified when new shopping malls are
added. The shared layer receives structured data of prod-
ucts from the target-specific layer and initiates two-way data
processing pipelines. The non-visual pipeline directly stores
the textual meta-data of the product into RDBMS such as
MySQL. The visual pipeline converts the downloaded prod-
uct image into a compact descriptor vector for weighted
multi-color search. These pipelines are synchronized to the
primary key of the product information in RDBMS.

2.2 Contour Parser
Our fashion product parsing algorithm consists of three

stages. The first stage is a contour extraction stage which
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Figure 3: The two-layer structure of our crawler.

extracts outermost contour from a given image. As a pre-
processing, the input image is converted into an edge image
by Canny edge detector [3]. Then we applied the contour
searching algorithm implemented in OpenCV4 to find every
contour from the edge image. The contour with the maxi-
mum area is chosen for the next stage.

In the second stage, a category-aware contour classifier de-
cides whether the given product contour candidate is correct
or not. We used ‘Bag of Hash Bins’ approach[4] to obtain a
contour descriptor. Using a set of contour descriptors from
our training dataset, support vector machine (SVM) classi-
fiers are trained for every product categories. Once a contour
from a query is classified positive, the inside of the contour
is directly used as a mask for multi-color description.

If the product category is for an upper body (jacket, shirt,
dress, etc.), the contour descriptor with negative confidence
is reexamined using face [9] and skin detector [5]. We mark
the detected area as a strong background and refine the con-
tour using the GrabCut segmentation algorithm [6]. The
resulting contour is classified again by the same SVM classi-
fier and passed on to the next stage when the classification
result is positive.

4http://opencv.org/

http://opencv.org/
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Figure 4: Contour parsing process.

2.3 Weighted Multi-color Description
The objective of designing weighted multi-color descrip-

tion is to encode color distributions where the human’s per-
ceptual color similarity is reflected, and to make the descrip-
tors compact for fast search. We encode the color distribu-
tions of the product area in each image based on ‘Bag of
Color’ (BOC) model [10], which describes an image as a his-
togram of color-word appearences. However, if we use the
BOC model-based framework näıvely, one significant prob-
lem arises: BOC utilizes k-means clustering algorithm that
may separate two colors which are not distinguishable with
the human eye, or group those which are distinguishiable
on the other hand since k-means algorithm often uses a dis-
tance metric that does not take into consideration human’s
perceptual color model.
To solve this problem, we propose a human-assisted method

for generating a color codebook, named tonebook. We col-
lected 5,000 training images of fashion items and over-segmented
them into super-pixels [2]. Each super-pixel is given a label
which is one of {Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Navy,
Purple, Black, Gray, White}. With these labeled super-
pixels, we trained a transformation matrix, which maps the
original color space into a new perceptual color space maxi-
mizing the margin between each colors by using metric learn-
ing framework [8]. In this space, we trained a color codebook
containing color vocabularies by k-means. After obtaining
the color codebook, we nonlinearly map the BOC space to

K-Means Clustering in the Perceptually Transformed Space

Codebook (64D)

Tonebook (25D)

Figure 5: Two-stage tonebook generation process.

a new perceptual BOC space again. This stage is where
human-assisted grouping takes place. We grouped color-
vocabularies which are often regarded as the same colors in
fashion items. This tonebook generation process is described
in Fig. 5. The dimensionality reduction gives two advent-
ages: (1) better invariance to illumination and shade, (2)
compact image representation, which enables scalable and
fast search since a database image is represented by a vector
with a much smaller dimension.

Given a tonebook and a linear transformation matrix,
which are learned before, we describe all images as follow-
ing. For each image, color pixels within a product area are
mapped to the perceptual color space by the transforma-
tion matrix. The transformed vectors are assigned to the
nearest color vocabularies, and the color vocabularies are
grouped in the same way as explained above. The grouped
vocabularies are L1 normalized, resulting in a final tonebook
descriptor. When a query input is given, we search vectors
by computing all L1-distances between the query.

We used CIELAB as the initial color space before trans-
formation. The sizes of the color codebook and the tonebook
are 64 and 25, respectively. To evaluate the two perceptual
transformation steps (one for the color codebook and the
other for the tonebook), we compare our results with [10]
using a color codebook of size 25. As shown in Fig. 6, the
retrieval results obtained by the proposed method contain
more products with desired color ratio.

3. DEMONSTRATION
We demonstrate the benefits of our PRISM system via

a web service named LookPickr5. LookPickr provides two
use cases; weighted multi-color search and visual similarity
search. These two scenarios use the same backend system
but with different query interfaces.

With the multi-color search interface, users can select mul-
tiple colors from tonebook cluster centers and manipulate
their relative ratio to generate a more fine-grained query in-
put (Fig. 7). In addition, a target product category also can
be set by users. Given a query input consisting of multi-color
information and target product category, a master of PRISM
system distributes the query to HDSDs containing tonebook

5http://www.lookpickr.com

http://www.lookpickr.com
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Figure 6: Comparisons of top-12 retrieval results.

descriptors of selected categories. The master then merges
the retrieval results from the selected HDSDs and reranks
the final product list according to the similarity scores. Us-
ing this weighted multi-color search, users can find the de-
sired products in a faster and more controlled manner.
The second use case is a product similarity search. If a

user wants to find other products similar to a specific prod-
uct in our service, he or she can directly use the product
as a query input. The tonebook descriptor in HDSD asso-
ciated to the query product is used, and a target product
category is set to the same one as the query product. Users
can repeatedly use similarity-based search to jump over the
various products. This feature provides enjoyable shopping
experience by increasing chances to discover products.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this demo, we present PRISM, a weighted multi-color

browsing system for fashion products. PRISM integrates
various computer vision techniques: product area parsing
and a compact yet effective multi-color description. We
demonstrate the benefits of PRISM system via LookPickr
service in which users freely browse fashion products in a
very intuitive manner. In the future, we plan to intro-
duce other visual features such as pattern and silhouette
into PRISM system.
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Figure 7: The web-based user interface and top-5
results of blue/white queries where each major color
is (a) white and (b) blue.
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